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Tragedy had Coleman Garrison fleeing to the rodeo at the tender age of 17. Years of dedication and

an 'I don't give a f*ck' attitude turned him into a champion. Then tragedy changed the course of his

life once more.Buying a ranch on the outskirts of a small town, he planned to spend the rest of his

days training horses, removed from society and the temptation of letting anyone close.And then he

saw HER. Tired of substitute teaching and unable to afford to move from her parents home, Abigail

O'Neal jumped at the chance to start a new life away from the big city in the small town of Jasper

Falls.Shy and socially awkward, she wanted the chance to be a different version of herself. But

breaking out of her shell turned out to be harder than she thought.Until she met HIM. Who knew

Abby's resemblance to a dead woman would make her the target of someone's sinister deeds.Can

a hardened cowboy and a shy little mouse beat the odds, preventing tragedy from striking again?

***This is a full-length, standalone, steamy contemporary romance with a HEA. Due to sex and

language, it is recommended for persons over 18.***
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I liked it. It was steamy, contemporary novel with suspense and drama. However, surprisingly light



read for amount heavy themes in this story. Hero was heroine's first. Safe read. No OW or OM.

Ends in nice epilogue.********CAUTION POSSIBLE SPOILERS AHEAD> PLEASE STOP NOW IF

YOU DON"T WANT READ ANY SPOILERS>THANKS**********Hero meets heroine after she moves

into town to teach at local high school. Hero doesn't want any commitments. He feels he does not

deserve them after tragic losses he has had in the past that he blames himself. He carries this

heavy guilt that has caused him to isolate himself and live lonely life he feels he deserves. He is

instantly attracted to heroine but makes decision to stay away from her. Hard since they live next to

each other and he does have to pass by her house.Heroine is literally almost falling off roof when

they meet. He helps her but he still fights attraction. Heroine is actually the one that goes to see him

because she wants to live a little and is pulled to see him again. He makes decision to stop fighting

it when she comes to his house, but still fights it one more time toward end of that scene. Heroine

feels rejected and leaves.However, true love will not be denied. They eventually do reunite and

agree to give their relationship a go. They have many obstacles to their HEA. We end up finding out

heroine has stalker that turns up to be dangerous. Hero has many internal battles he needs to fight

to stop himself from self-sabotaging his happiness with heroine, heroines has many insecurities that

includes jealousy over close relationship hero has with his deceased buddies wife and kid, and

misunderstandings between them.
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